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INTRODUCTION
•Reward shaping

Design reward functions that guide an agent towards desired behaviors more 
efficiently

• Traditional RL
manually designing rewards based on expert intuition and heuristics
- time-consuming, demands expertise and can be sub-optimal.

• Inverse reinforcement learning 
- necessitates a large amount of high-quality trajectory data

• Preference Learning 
- requires human-annotated preference data

Data-free Automates the generation and shaping of 
dense reward function



Text2Reward

•Given a goal described in natural language, TEXT2REWARD 
generates shaped dense reward functions as an executable 
program grounded in a compact representation of the 
environment
• zero-shot and few-shot dense reward generation can achieve 
similar or better task success rates and convergence speed 
than expert-written reward codes
• allow iterative refinement with human feedback
• Real robot experiments



shaped dense reward

•Task completion rewards 
•sparse and delayed

•A shaped dense reward function
•It encourages key intermediate steps and regularization that 
help achieve the goal. 
•It can take different functional forms at each timestep, instead 
of being constant across timesteps or just at the end of the 
episode. 



APPROACH

•Instruction 
• natural language sentence
• It can be provided by the user, or it can be one of the subgoals for a long-

horizon task, planned by the LLM



APPROACH

•Environment abstraction 
• a compact representation in Pythonic style
• general, reusable prompts



APPROACH

•Background knowledge 
• provide functions , e.g., NumPy/SciPy functions , and its usage examples 



APPROACH

•Few-shot examples 
• a pool of pairs of instructions and verified reward codes.
• Sentence-T5 embeddings -> encode the instructions
• for a new instructions -> retrieve the top-k similar instructions and concatenate the 

instruction-code pairs as few-shot examples.



APPROACH

•Reward code 
• focus on the reward code given its interpretability. 



APPROACH

•Reducing error with code execution 
• execute the code in the code interpreter.
• decreases error rates from 10% to near zero.



Prompt
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Generated reward Function



Prompt-few shot



Generated reward Function



Results- manipulation

•Few-shot outperforming zero-shot
•Zero-shot sometimes outperforming few-shot
• the quality and relevance of the few-shot examples



Results- manipulation-zero shot

•Few-shot outperforming zero-shot
•Zero-shot sometimes outperforming few-shot
• the quality and relevance of the few-shot examples



Results- manipulation

•zero-shot Few-shot



Results- locomotion-zero shot

•Front-flip move •Back-flip



Results- REAL ROBOT 
MANIPULATION

•necessitating only minor calibration 
and the introduction of random noise 
for sim-to-real transfer.
•a depth camera to get the estimated 
pose of objects



APPROACH

•Improve reward with human feedback 
•Users then offer critical insights and feedback based on the video, identifying areas 

of improvement or errors..
• encourages the participation of general users,
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Other LLM



Comparing work

Rewards form
suitable for use with MPC



Comparing work
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Comparing work

PMLR



Thanks !


